PIE GARLANDS

These tempting garlands will make your mouth water.

SUPPLY LIST

- Construction paper
- Scissors
- Glue Sticks
- String
- Cotton Balls
- Tape

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Decide on what kind of pie you would like to make! Choose a piece of construction paper that matches your delicious decision!
2. Cut a large triangle out of the construction paper. Using your scissors, create a slightly rounded edge along the short side of your triangle.
3. Choose a colour of paper for the crust of your pie! Using your triangle as a template, use the rounded edge to trace two parallel lines. Join these lines together on either end. Make your crust as thick or thin as you'd like by leaving as much or as little space between the lines as you would like.
4. Cut out the crust. Fold it back and forth like an accordion, and use the glue to attach it to your pie.
5. Decorate your pie as desired! Cut out and glue on some straight strips of construction paper to create a fancy upper crust, or attach some cotton balls to add some fluffy dollops of whipped cream!
6. Create as many pieces of pie as you'd like!
7. When you have enough pieces of pie to satisfy your sweet tooth, flip them on their back. Cut a piece of string (as long as you’d like) and lay it across the back of your pieces of pie. Use the tape to attach your pieces of pie to the string.
8. Flip your pies back over to reveal your fantastic garland! Hang it up with pride!

Additional Tips:
Pie sure is tasty, but there's no reason to stop there! Use the same materials to recreate your other favourite foods and add them to your garland!

For more Feature Activities, visit the Kids section of our website at childrensmuseum.com.